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Virtual Classroom Skills - 4
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Game show volunteer?

2 3

4

“The children now love luxury. They have bad 
manners, contempt for authority, and they show 
disrespect for elders, and love chatter in place of 
exercise.”
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Mathieu Côte

6

Socrates, ~432 BC 

7 8

Input

9
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Delivery
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1. Watch any 7 minutes of TV or a movie
2. Count the number of “camera cuts” you 

observe. 

Tip: it’ll probably be useful to have something 
to write on for keeping track.

Activity :: Rate of speech

11

Slightly increase your 
rate of speech
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13 14

Finish the phrase
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16 17

“Finish the phrase” before breaking eye contact
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Think “popcorn principle”
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FAQ How long should I 
keep a poll open?

(sorta
)

20

Responses

Time

21

Think “popcorn principle”

22

Responses

Time

23

Create a dashboard with 
your “at a glance” tools

24

25

Keep an eye on your audience

26 27
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Keep your eye on your audience 
with two computers or monitors

28 29

Close this when presenting

30

See questions and comments in real time

31 32

Twitter, too

33

Raised hands, mute/unmute, etc. 

34

Launch polls, attention meter, chat, etc.

35 36
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Early 
engagement

37

Hey everybody, imagine you’re walking 
into an in-person seminar and there’s 
some funny looking guy at the door 
saying hello and shaking hands.

Well, if we do that for in-person 
seminars, why don’t we do that for web
seminars?

38

Hey everybody, imagine you’re walking 
into an in-person seminar and there’s 
some funny looking guy at the door 
saying hello and shaking hands.

Well, if we do that for in-person 
seminars, why don’t we do that for web
seminars?
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Simple 
Exercises

40

Crowdsource a content resource

41

Resource Tactic
FAQs list Have participants assume a role or persona. Generate 

questions from that perspective.

Tools ”What’s the best site/app/source you’ve found for….”

Worst-case
scenarios

Create a list of objections or problems (to answer as a 
follow up)

Best line 
for…

Define a sticky situation; generate responses that are 
insightful, witty, calming, etc…

42

Create a tactical game 
(that teaches a point)

43

Chat
Desktop
Draw

Handout
Interact

Poll
Share
Survey
VOIP

44

Personalized plates:  Why do you like live, online training?

45
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Story

46

Remember:
“Problem -> Promise -> Path”

47

Dr. Alan H. Monroe
Purdue University
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Most people seek consistency or 
balance among their cognitions

Dr. Alan H. Monroe
Purdue University
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Attention

Need

Satisfaction

Visualization

Action
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Attention

Need

Satisfaction

Visualization

Action

• Clear description of the 
problem

• One or more detailed 
examples

• Statistical support that’s 
relatable

• Testimony or story
• Key: it affects us (the 

audience)

51

• Project audience into the 
future (promise)

• Use vivid imagery
• Positive = gain
• Negative = avoid loss
• Contrast = both gain/loss

Attention

Need

Satisfaction

Visualization

Action

52

• Action or change you want 
audience to adopt

• Concise explanation of 
how (the path)

• Show the solution logically
• Give examples; include 

appropriate supporting 
evidence

Attention

Need

Satisfaction

Visualization

Action

53

A story’s “heart” always addresses 
change/transformation

Tension Resolution

PromiseProblem Path

54
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Visual 
narrative

55

exhaustipated | ig zost Ә patid | noun

1. Too tired to give a crap

56 57

58 59 60

61

A whatinar?

62 63
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64

Humour

65

Start your own “Isms” file

66

Isms = one-liners of wit and wisdom 

67

Tactic Example
Puns "Did you hear about the guy whose whole left side 

was cut off? He's all right now."

Exaggeration "Then I talked to a woman whose voice was so high 
only the dog could hear it."

Wordplay "She brought me a plate of French Fries instead. At 
least I thought they were French because they had 
an attitude and wore berets."

Self-deprecation "And then, even though I knew it was too hot to 
eat, I bit into the pizza anyway. Because, clearly, I am 
an idiot."

via Avish Parashar @ MotivationalSmartAss.com and DingHappens.com

68

Start your own “swipe file”

69

70 71 72
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73

Mimic someone or something 
with a selfie

74

I’ll bet he shaved his head 
so he could look like me

75

76

100 days of 

Brian Walter 
has transformed 

my biz too!
#ShowBrianTheLove

77

Turn up the mirth 
with the “rule of three”

78

Big,
Big, 

Small

Serious,
Serious,

Ridiculous

Real, 
Real, 

Self-deprecating

Expected, 
Expected, 
Surprise

79

The key to the “rule of three” is contrast

Big, big, small | small, small, big
Expected, expected, surprise
Extreme, extreme, ordinary

Love, love, hate | hate, hate, love
Serious, serious, ridiculous
Real, real, self-deprecating

80

Tactic Example

Serious,
Serious, 

Ridiculous

Today we’re here to answer important questions for our 
organization…How will our vision impact the world? How will 
we help you succeed with us? And why the heck can’t we 
replace the one-ply toilet paper in our restrooms?

81
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Tactic Example

Serious,
Serious, 

Ridiculous

Today we’re here to answer important questions for our 
organization…How will our vision impact the world? How will 
we help you succeed with us? And why the heck can’t we 
replace the one-ply toilet paper in our restrooms?

Big,
Big, 

Small
We’re all motivated by three things: death, love, and Starbucks
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Tactic Example

Serious,
Serious, 

Ridiculous

Today we’re here to answer important questions for our 
organization…How will our vision impact the world? How will 
we help you succeed with us? And why the heck can’t we 
replace the one-ply toilet paper in our restrooms?

Big,
Big, 

Small
We’re all motivated by three things: death, love, and Starbucks

Real, 
Real, 

Self-deprecating

In his spare time Roger works on the next book, volunteers at a 
homeless shelter, and plays guitar badly for any band unlucky
enough to let him.

83

Mimic a known game
or game show

84

Game show volunteer?

85

ARE YOU 

THAN A 

Presenter?

(typical)

86

According to 2012 research out of the University of 
North Texas, you don’t want a presentation to go 
longer than…

A. 10 minutes
B. 20 minutes
C. 30 minutes
D. Is this before or 

after happy hour?
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According to 2012 research out of the University of 
North Texas, you don’t want a presentation to go 
longer than…

A. 10 minutes
B. 20 minutes
C. 30 minutes
D. Is this before or 

after happy hour?
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Input

89

(this slide intentionally left blank)

90
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91

Must address the wired, mobile, 

92

Issue: 

How do we engage 
an audience we can’t 
see (very well)?

93

Opportunity: 

Adapt engagement 
to a new medium

94

How do we take the best of human 
connectedness from onsite to online?

95

Part 1: Plan for attention in a new “room”
Part 2: Design & deliver for engagement

96

97 98

Write a few sentences:
List 5 things you didn’t know before today.

Which is best?
How will you apply what you’ve learned?
Use 2-3 words that describe how you feel.

Reflection

99
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Sharing
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(this slide intentionally left blank)
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One day in 1983 it wasn’t “my time…”

102

Back half

103

Back half Front half

104 105

Plan for attention in a new “room”
Design & deliver for engagement

106 107 108
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Roger Courville, CSP
Chief Aha! Guy
Roger@TheVirtualPresenter.com
@RogerCourville | +1.503.329.1662

Now YOU go rock it!
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